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reaopKSIH C.P., TapaCOB A.B .. E2-94-465 
~pOHHaSI tiaCTh q>OTOH-<pOTOHHOI'O IlOJIIIOI'O CetJeHHSI 
B nepTyp6aTHBHOH KX.D; •· · · · ·. · · · 

PaCCMOTpeHO nomioe cetieHHe q>OTOH:-q>OTOHHOI'O B3aHMO,qeil:CTBIISI a(yy) B 
KBaHTOBoii xpoMOAHHaMHKe. IloKa3aHo, ,lITO a,qpOHHYIO KOMnoneHTy a(yy) 
~ - . - ·- ~ - •. -.- -
MO)KHO npe,qcTaBHTh' B npe,qcTaBJieHHH AHilOJlhHOI'O cetJeHHSI, KOTOpoe HMeeT 
npocTyro q>H3HtJecKyro HHTepnpeTan;HIO H noJie3HO AJISI npHJIO%eHHH. 3To 
npH6JIH)KeHHe Il03BOJISieT OilHCbIBaTb a(yy) npH pa3JIHl!H_JilX. IIOJISip1rnan;HSIX H 
BHPTYaJihHOCTSIX q>OTOHOB; IloKa3aHO, KaK H3 Hero MO)KHO IlOJIYlIHTh a,qpoHHYIO 
tiaCTh a(yy f B HMilY JlhCHOM npe,qCTaBJieH.HH. Il pone,qeHO cpaBHeHHe C 3KC
nep11MeHTaJihHhIMH ,qaHHhIMH no a(yy) H noJiytfeno y,qoBJieTBopHTeJI&Hoe cor-
JiacHe AJISI 3aBHCHMOCTH a(yy) OT BHPTYaJihHOCTH q>OTC>Ha. . ·. 

· Pa6oTa Bhln:OJIHeHa B Jia6opaTopHn si,qepHhIX npo6JieM 0115U1. 

Ilpenp11HT Qfu,e,111HeHHOl'O 11HCTl1T)'Ta Sl,lepHbl~ ~CCJie,1o~a~11fi. ,D;y6Ha, 1994 . 

Gevorkyan S;R., TarasovA.V .. E2-94-465 
Hadronic Part of Photon-Photon Total Cross Section 
in Perturbative QCD . 

. . We study_the phot6n'.:phot~n hadronic cr~ss section a(yy) in the QCD 
inspired model. H was shown that the hadronic component of a(yy) can present 
in the dipole-cross- section representation, which has clear physical 
interpretation and is useful for applications. This approach allows one to 
describe a(yy) for different pol~rizations_ and virtualities of photons. We show 
that one can obtain from it the impact factor representation for the hadronif'part 

. of yy-scattering. Comparison is m<!de with experimental data on a(yy) and 
satisfactory agre~ment is achieved forits dependence on photon virtuality. · : 
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Introduction 
The measurement of total photon photon hadronic cross ~ection by using e+e
storage rings has a long and exciting history [1].The study of events with at 
least one of the photons far off the mass shell (qi = -Q2 >> 0) leads to 
a new class of reactions,which can be interpreted as deep inelastic scattering 
of a quasi real photon target (q~ = 0).The transverse and longitudinal pho~ 
ton photon total cross sections are unequally related to the photon structure 
function F:J(x) ,which is completely calculab1e[2] in QCD in the Bjorken limit 
(Q2 

- oo, XB = Q2 /(Q2 + W2
) = const, W2 = (q1 + q2)

2
), unlike the case of the 

structure functions of hadrons. 
Unfortunately this is not the whole story,because photons possess a hadronic 
component[3] which is dominant at small x 8 .The point-like component of 
o-(-y--y)(Fig.la)decreases with energy W in contrast to the hadronic component 
which is approximately constant and survives at asymptotic energies, Usually this 
component is parametrized according to ideas of the vector dominance model 
(VDM) or its more elaborated version known as a generalized vector dominance 
model(GVDM). The VDM is unsatisfactory in describing' the experimental data 
in.' the wide range of photon virtuality Q2 [1].As to the GVDM,though it is quite 
successful in comparison with experiment, its phenomenological nature does not 

, allow .one to restrict only by it.Furthermore, common for such types of models 
is the well known·difficulty which is connected with double counting.Really,when 



one calculates the contribution of the hadronic component(Fig.lb)in such an ap
proach he takes into account a part of the point-like component(Fig.la) an<l vice 
versa. To avoid this difficulty the cut-off in transverse momentum.is usually in
troduced[4],which is regarded as a free parameter. This appro~ch is artificial in 
sc:ime sense,and reduce the predictive power of model. 
We will work in the dipole-cross section representation,which is free from this defi
ciency and is based on such firm ground as QCD.In the last years it is successfuly 
applied to the interaction of high energy photons (rcal[5] and virtual[6-7])with 
nucleons and nuclei. This approach takes advantage of the exact <liagonalint.ion 
of the diffractive S-matrix in the dipole-cross section representation an<l takes into 
account the colour screening effect,which is a direct manifestation of colour gauge 
invariance.It is important to check its validity in 11-collisions where the uncer
tainties connected with unknown structure of hadrons are absent. 

1. The model for hadronic part of o-(,1 ). 
Before interaction with the target the high energy photon is split into the quark
a~tiquark pair which lived a time proportional to its energy[8]. We will assume that 
total 11 cross section is determined by two contribution.The first one depicted in 
fig.la is the so called quark parton model (QPM) part of total cross section which 
is widely explored and well knownl9].For the hadronic part of o-(,1 ) we adopt the 
two gluon exchang~ model 110,11],which is the lowest order of pomcron exchange 
(fig.lc).This model is very successful in describing the hadron-hadron total cross 
sectionsll2,13].The next terms in exchange(Lipatov pomeron) are substantial at 
very high energies or extremely small x,which have been not attained in photon 
photon collisions 'at the present time.Using the known technique for calculation 
of the cross sections in dipole-cross section representationl5-7] we obtained for 
hadronic part of u( 11) : 

aY(Qi,Q~, W2
) = f l1i(r,x)l2j1Iti(r',x')l20-(r,r')d2rd2r'dxdx' (1) 

2 N1 
L 2 24Q a"' 2 2 )2 ,2 jilt (r,x)l = (27r)2 ~e1x (1- x J\ 0 (c,r) (2) 

N1 

IWT(r, x)l2 = (::)2 B e;lm; J<g(qr) + (x2 + (1 - x)2)c; K;(c,r)] (3) 

where J<0 , /{1 are the modified Bessel functions; r ,x are the distance bet'wccn 
the quark and the anti-quark in the impact parameter plane and the fraction of 
the light-cone mpmentum of the I carried by the quark, c2 = m 2 + x(l - x)Q2 

;m,, e, are the masses and charges of quarks.Ni is the number of flavours. The 
superscripts i,j=T,L correspond to the transverse and longitudinal polarizations . 
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of photons.As to the dipole-dipole cross section it is universal and takes the form: 

u(r, r') = 32/9 / a;(n2)(1 - eiqr)(l e-iqr') 2 
n4 d n (4) 

where a,(n2
) is the running strong coupling. Expression (1) has a clear quantum

mechanical interpretation. The probability of two photons to be involved in strong 
interaction is determined by dipole-dipole interaction which are averaged using 
the wa_ve functions of virtual ph~tons constructed as quark-antiquark pairs.As 
was mentioned above, such representation corresponds to exact diagonalization 
of the S-matrix and is free from the pr~blem of double counting.Furthermore, if 
one tries to describe the photon interaction using a hadronic basis (like VDM or 
GVDM) he immediately encounters the problem of nondiagonal transitions among 
the vector mesons,which is a serious trouble because the corcsponding amplitudes 
are unknown.The noticeable advantage of present approach is absence of such dif
ficulties.It is easy to sec that the above expressions arc infrared stable,which is 
the direct consequence of gauge invariance. 

As a next step let us investigate the problem in a more common momentum 
representation. Using the expressions: 

I Kg(cr)(I - J (kr))d2 / 21 2c
2

ln~k o r = 7r c I _ 1, +k k ] 
_ kJk 2 + 4c2 

I K;(cr)(l - Jo(kr))d2r - / 21 (2c2 + k2)ln ~+k - 7r ( -1 + ✓1,2 +k2 kl 

one easily sees that (1) b kJ k2 + 4c2 ecornes: 

uii(Qi,Q~) = 32/9/ a;(k2)rpi(QLk2)<f(Q~,k2) 2 
k4 . d k 

rpT(Q2,k2) = ;; 'I:;:,'1 e; J[m;fc; - (x2 + (1- x)2) 
~+•· 

[(2,r+k.2 )(x2 +(1-x)2 )-2m2)ln ~ 
. I B?-•]d + ~ .r 
ky4,1 +k2 

N 2J ~+k 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

6 Q2 . I I 11 ~ 
<PL(Q2,k2)=-

0-"'e; x2(1-x)2(1/c;- v
4
•,+k--k]dx (9) 

7r L k~2+~ l=I I 

These expressions allow one to calculate the hadronic part of o-(,1 ) for any vir
tualities of photons for small XB,\Vhcn xa increase one has to take into account 
the suppression which is connected with the restrictions on the phase space.The 
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work in this direction is in progress [14].As was mentio_ned above, they are infrared 
stable and independent of energy, which is the consequence of vector exchange. 
In the case of quasi-real photons (Qi = Q~ ~ 0) expressions (7-9) coincide with 
the lowest order one in [15]. 
3.The total hadronic cross section for interaction of a virtual photon with a quasi
real one. 
At the present time there are a large amount of experimental data for a(,-y) in 
the case when one of the photons is quasi-real and the other is virtual.Using tl!e 
above expressions orie can calculate the dependence of the experimentally mea
sured quantity ar+t:aL on the virtuality of the photon Q2 .Usually the polariz~tion 
parameter e ~ 1. \Ve imagine the total photon photon cross section as a sum of 
O"QPM(Fig.la),which we calculate using the corresponding expressions from[9] and 
aqcD, which is determined by .(7-9 ).The latter expressions depend on the value 
of strong coupling for which we use a freezing approximation[6,7].As usual we put 
for quark masses mu = md = m; m, = m + 150M ev,and so have to determine 
only one free parameter m.For this goal we calculate the total photon photon cross 
section in the case when the both photons are real.The result of these calculations 
is represented in the Fig.2. The experimental values for the total· photon pho
ton cross section in the case of both real photons lie in the interval 200-400nb[l]. 
Large experimental errors do not allow unique determination of the quark mass, 
though the proposed model gives resonable values for a(-y-y ). For this reason we 
will fix m upon the value m=l80Mev,which is compatible with Fig.2 and gives 
the right value fo; the photon nucleon total cross section[5,6]. In Fig.3 we present 
the results of our calculations for the case when one of the photons is real and the 
other is virtual.Experimental data (PLUTO collaboration[l6]) are averaged in the 
energies interval (3Gev-10Gev). Curve 1 is the contribution of O"QPM, which was 
calculated by using expressions (D3) from [9] (appropriately averaged by ener
gies). Curve 2 representes the hadronic part of the cross section aqcv calculated 
with the use of expressions (7-9)from the present work.Their sum is curve 3.As 
can be seen from Fig.3 the proposed model is in good agreement with experi
mental data in a large region of Q2 .Finally,in Fig.4 we present the predictions for 
R=aLf ar, which is the ratio of total photon photon cross sections for longitudi
nally polarized photons versus transversally polarized one.This quantity grows up 
to Q2 = 30 - 40Gev and then slowly goes down.This prediction can be checked in 
the future when there will be the experimental data for different polarizations of 
virtual photons. 
The main results of the present work can be summarized as follows: 
l)We obtained the expressions for the hadronic part of the· total photon pho
ton cross section-for any virtualities of photons and different polarizations in the 
dipole-cross section represantation and show its equivalence with the represanta
tion in the momentum space. 
2)This way allows one to present a(-y-y) as a sum of two contributions,of which 
one can be interpreted as a direct interaction of the virtual photon with the va-
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fig. I The different contributions to photon-photon total 
cross-sec~on: a) QPM; b) VDM; c) Gluon exchange 
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Jenee quarks of another photon(Fig.la),and the other is the interaction among 
the hadronic parts of photoi1s(by two gluon exchange in our case, Fig.lc).Doing 
so one avoids the problem of double counting, which immediately arises when one 
imagines that u(-y,) consistes from contributions in different bases (quark base 
Fig.la;hadronic one Fig.lb).Moreover the model automaticaly take into account 
all possible intermediate state. 
3)The agreement between predictions of the i>roposed model and the experimental 
data which is obtained practically without any free parameter (remember that the 
quark mass was taken to be the same as in description of the photon nucleon total 
cross section) allows one to use the model not orily for the investigations of total 
photo~ photon cross sections but for more complex cases as exclusive production 

of hadrons,jets production and so force.The work of S.Gevorkyan was partly 
supported by INTAS grant 93-239. 
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